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About This Game

Robo Run - This is an adventure game on the speed of reaction. Run through the hazard-filled platform dodging flying spikes
and jumping over sharp corners. Along the way, collect coins and achieve the best score. Control of the game is represented by

one key - the left mouse button.
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Absolute low effort TRASH. Made with free Unity assets and feels and plays like this developer tried to lazily follow some
Unity platformer tutorial and messed it all up and went ahead and exported it to sell here anyway.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yutqcSBjVds

The games most basic control DOES NOT WORK! You press left mouse to jump, but it FAILS to work most of the time which
results in quick frustration and your quick demise.

Stay away. Stay far away. Terrible game and code made with nothing but free unity assets with NO attempt to make a fun game
to play or give you a good value for your money.
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